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EDITOR'S NOTE
A NOTE FROM THE EDITOR'S DESK
NEW BEGINNINGS is a word that keeps randomly
appearing to me lately along with the numbers 333. I
pay attention to these divine messages because they
always point me to my next destination on this
journey of life. I believe we are all ready for the
dawning of a new day. Let's remember to replenish
and rejuvenate by practicing lots of self-love and
self-care. Humanity has been moving through some
very fluctuating, intense and heavy energy the past
year and a half. You might not have realized the
rapid healing you've been going through, but the
body has a way of letting us know and tells us when
and how long we need to rest. Don't forget to make
yourself a priority.
Let's remember to celebrate the endings-for they
precede new beginnings and say, "thank you" for the
life lessons they brought us. No matter how painful,
challenging or trying it might have been, we can no
longer continue on the path we've been on. We are
leading ourselves out of decades of unhealthy cycles
and patterns in regards to how we've been
managing our personal lives, marriage, family,
business, wealth and social impact.

CONNECT WITH US
936.648.4143
info@valariehurst.com
valariehurst.com

Alot is being rearranged right now as well, but hold
tight...it is all going to fall into place.
Sending you love and light as we move into this time
of new beginnings and imagining a world anew.
Valarie Hurst
TV Host | Producer | Reiki Master | NLP Practitioner

VALARIE
HURST
A soft spoken young girl from
Houston, Texas, I was raised in an
era where children are to be seen
and not heard. Children were
expected to be quiet and wellbehaved in public. My mother was a
homemaker and always enjoyed
dressing me up as a little girl, making
sure my hair, clothes and accessories
matched and all in place. My father
was a fireman and worked two other
jobs to support our family. We were a
middle-class family, living the
American dream.

Growing up and well into my adult
years, I was that quiet and shy young
girl who sat in the back of a
classroom or meeting room. I never
liked the spotlight and dreaded being
called on or selected to stand in
front of a crowd to speak either. It
was terrifying. I was told most of my
life to “speak up, we can’t hear you.”
To say that I always felt as though I
didn’t belong, is an understatement.
Many empaths go through life feeling
as though they have landed in a
reality that is not fit for them.
Feeling deeply is our superpower.

Own the fact that you
are mysteriously unique.
Embrace that you feel
deeply and you sense
things others don't.
Own that you are tuned
into a different
frequency and you
travel dimensions most
would not understand.
Own all of it.
Love ALL of you.
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VALARIE CONTINUED

I remember being intuitively aware of impeding danger for

However, it wasn’t until 2006 I experienced a full blown

others by foreseeing and sensing events or circumstances

activation of all five of my senses during a spiritual

about their life. I would also be deeply affected by the

awakening. My senses had become exponentially heightened,

emotions of people where I would feel them as my own and

my awareness at an all time high and the supernatural realm

it still happens today. I’ve just learned to manage, sort

had opened up to me in unprecedented ways. I was having

through and distinguish between my own emotions and

multiple epiphanies, experiencing the angelic realm, open

those of others I’m feeling. Although, when I was younger

visions and many other encounters.

these type of inner knowings didn’t happen very often, when
I grew into my young adult years, this when I began to notice

The most profound was the revelation and tangible feeling

an increase in sensitivity of other peoples emotions and an

of love. Love is what truly transformed me. All of this came

inner knowing about their life.

at such a pivotal time in my life because I was tapped out,
maxed out, running on empty and my life falling apart
around me. I had left the corporate world 20 years ago

Quite honestly, I didn’t know what to do with all of this. I had

before the birth of my second son and later left the spa

nobody to teach or help me understand what I was

industry in 2007 to become a full-time wife and mother.

experiencing and most of my life, I felt like I never fit in
anywhere. I didn’t know how to set healthy boundaries and it

It was during this spiritual awakening I learned about the

seemed I attracted toxic people. Large crowds were sensory

many ways in which healing can manifest physically,

overload for me, so I avoided these as much as possible.

emotionally and mentally. I began to walk in divine health and
never got sick again from any of the common colds, flu and
allergies. I was feeling so alive! My energy field was at such a
high vibration, that people who came into my field were
tangibly experiencing manifestations of peace, love, deep
rest, physical and emotional healing. I began to experience
supernatural phenomenons that enabled me to see into
other realms and receive insight and revelations so I could
help others.

If you want to find the secrets to
the universe, think in terms of
energy, frequency and vibration.
NIKOLA TESLA
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VALARIE CONTINUED

INTERVIEW

In 2010, I experienced another awakening that literally

I remembered being very drawn to broadcasting when I was

turned my world upside down this time. For the first time, I

younger, but at the time I couldn’t afford the school. I had

now understood who I was at my core….my TRUE IDENTITY.

also taken an acting class when I was 20 and from my 20’s-

Everything I had been taught through religious ideologies,

30’s, took on modeling jobs here and there. Now, none of this

social conditioning, etc. growing up, suddenly was

may not constitute for journalism, but for me it was just

eradicated. The best way I can explain it to this very day is,

what I needed to build my confidence and become

it felt like an old internal hard drive had been replaced with a

comfortable in front of the camera.

completely new one! I also learned during this time that
separation with humanity and our Creator was an illusion.

I worked in partnership with Dynamic Global Media and

WE ARE ONE with our Creator. WE ARE ONE with humanity. I

KVQT 21 Houston under the direction and mentorship of

was tapped into the pure bliss of life! This awakening had

Filming Director Gary Parker, who’s experience in television

left me completely undone.

production spans 40+ years and has worked for networks
such as KTRK Channel 13, ABC, NBC, ESPN, HBO, and NASA.

After a year or so of this mystical experience and a

In 2018 we launched my show, “The Valarie Hurst Show,”

paradigm shift in my consciousness, my thought life,

featuring local Houstonians with amazing “phoenix rising”

mindsets, patterns of behavior and language changed from

type stories who are authors and radio show host making an

one of striving to now living from a place of rest and pure

impact in their communities.

bliss. I truly believe the human mind and body can only
handle so much at one time when we experience an

I also trained in filming, storytelling, journalism, editing and

awakening. If we were to experience all of them at once,

business under the direction and mentorship of Michael

there is no way we could humanly handle it. It is like

Rosenblum who has worked with major television networks

unwrapping a gift at Christmas all over again each time we

such as BBC, CBS, Food Network and several talk shows on

experience an awakening.

major television networks. He also helped the late Anthony
Bourdain start his TV show.

Several years went by and one day in 2017, a director with a
local television network reached out to me through LinkedIn
and asked if I’d be interested in starting my own TV show. I
had previously met with the director a few years prior about
other business related topics, but never did I imagine this
would be presented to me. They say hindsight is 20/20 and
suddenly several dots were beginning to connect that
brought me to this very moment.

Do you know what you are?
You are a manuscript of a divine
letter. You are a mirror reflecting a
noble face. This universe is not
outside of you. Look inside yourself;
everything that you want, you are
already that.

RUMI
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VALARIE CONTINUED

In 2019, was yet another awakening and this was unlike

Energy healing was simply another tool I added to the other

anything I had experienced before. I was not prepared at all

healing modalities I’ve learned over the years. I also began to

for what was about to happen. I was experiencing such a

learn about my gift as an Empath. I didn’t have a name for it

rapid acceleration of healing that I didn’t know if I could

before and I don’t really care for labels, but to identify with

handle one more day. I’m all about evolving, so I’ve learned to

something and to help others understand, sometimes we

embrace these times in my life when they do come, even

have to give it a name. I believe we all have innate gifts and

when they can be painful. I soon realized I had alot of

we just need to let it unfold and let it mature with time.

“stagnant blocked energy” that needed clearing out along

Don’t rush the process. Learn to enjoy the journey and follow

with false illusions I had believed about myself.

what you are passionate about and hone your gift.

I was ready to face the illumination that rips open your old
ideas, so I could be shown what else was possible. I believe

I’ll give you the short version of what an Empath is. An

true change is when you are willing to be committed to your

Empath is one who is highly attuned and highly sensitive to

healing, dealing with your trauma, working on your mindsets

other people’s emotions, both negative and positive. They

and breaking cycles that causes unhealthy patterns of

feel everything, sometimes to an extreme. They feel the

behavior and keeps you stuck in life. This recent awakening

emotions, energies and vibrations of others and were often

was leading me down a path (that for much of my life), I was

told “you’re too sensitive and serious” while growing up.

taught it was new age. Alot of those ideologies were coming

Public places and crowds can feel overwhelming. You can

from a place of fear and religious teachings I had previously

sense when someone does not have good intentions, or

been under. I was having my own personal revelations along

when someone is lying, no matter how charming or nice they

the way as I questioned each new thing I was learning. When

may seem on the surface. You can see through their

my eyes began to see from a new and fresh perspective, I

intentions and able to discern when something is off.

now could see we are all basically trying to say the same
things. We just have different languages for it.

Empaths are highly intuitive, need lots of alone time and
have a deep desire to connect with nature because it is

I began to learn about the science of energy healing and its

there we become replenished and recharged. We are very

affect on the body. I was guided to start learning about

compassionate people, sometimes to a fault.

different modalities with energy healing because I personally
experienced a profound difference in my own life when I was

We are sensitive to sounds, loud noises, pollution, chemicals,

at my lowest point. When you are experiencing depression or

additives and/or processed food. Watching violence, cruelty

anxiety, it’s a good indicator that you have “stuck energy” in

or tragedy is unbearable. Routines, labels, control, rules and

your field and I highly recommend getting with an energy

authority are like a prison for us.

practitioner to help clear it out.
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VALARIE CONTINUED

Many people come to you with their problems because we

When you shine your light into the world, you will attract

tend to be very good listeners. My husband and I began to

various people and experiences that match or challenge your

see a pattern one day of total strangers walking up to me in

commitment to being empowered. Your path becomes

public and start telling me their life stories. My brother and I

illuminated. Your assignment task is to be bold and brave.

use to laugh about how everyone use to come to us with

Don’t shrink back; know this is all part of the process of your

their problems for many years and we began to realize there

evolution that calls forth the beacon of light that you are.

was a purpose for why it was happening.
As an Empath myself, I use several strategies to protect my
sensitivities such as setting limits and boundaries with
draining and toxic people, meditation to calm and center
myself, crystals, going out into nature, dead sea salt baths,
calming instrumental music, essential oils and other soothing
remedies. Being an Empath IS my superpower, but I had to
learn major self-love, self-care and firm boundaries for me
to be able to live an optimal life.
At this point on my journey, I’m now 51 and knew without a
doubt everything I had been learning up to this point was
ready to be put on full display for the world. Your gift has a
way of steering you in the direction of what you ran from
growing up. I share all of this to say, this has been my
training ground that no college could ever teach me what I’ve
been divinely taught.
I’ve worked on my personal growth over the years and
invested alot in my education in the area of healing,
journalism, media and business whether online or life
experiences. It was all to launch a TV show that merged
both my empathic gifts and my passion for media and
television in an effort to help humanity awaken to their true
identity, be a conduit for humanity’s healing so people can
live a beautiful and fulfilling life!

VALARIE HURST:

YOU DRAW
EXPERIENCES
TOWARDS YOU BASED
ON THE INTENTIONS
OF YOUR THOUGTS.
HIGHER THOUGHTS
CREATE HIGHER
REALITIES.
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WHAT IS

REIKI?
By Valarie Hurst
Certified Reiki Master

For many people, Reiki lives
within an unknown territory. As
a method of alternative
medicine, it remains relatively
obscure due to its work with
subtle energy rather than the
herbal remedies and
acupuncture methods.
At its core, Reiki uses
Japanese therapy techniques
to offer hands-on healing (or
working above the the body)
from Reiki master to their client.
By placing their hands on a
client’s body, a Reiki master
can aid in their healing and
bring their energy into balance.
Below, all your in-depth Reiki
questions will be answered.
What does science say about
Reiki?
Science has yet to find a way to
explain Reiki accurately. Before
you deject the practice entirely,
take a moment, and think about

all the other methods science
fails to correctly detail. Despite
their obscurity, we still believe
in many of them. For instance,
quantum physics,
consciousness, placebo, and
more have yet to be fully
comprehended.
Reiki relies upon the belief in
energy and that energy flows.
The aim of a Reiki treatment
would be to move your energy
about, a practice similar to
meditation, Tai Chi, and yoga
asana – all of which are known
for their healing through the
physical, mental, and emotional
bodies.
Despite existing beyond what
the physical eye can see, Reiki
offers to heal to your subtle
layers through its ancient
methods.
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REIKI CONTINUED

Where did Reiki come from?

What is it like to give Reiki to someone?

With roots in Eastern medicine, Reiki was brought

It varies from person to person, but most Reiki

into being in Japan by Mikao Usui. Usui handed

practitioners will tell you it feels amazing. When

down the methods through his lineage. If you want

appropriately practiced and having received

to find a master or study under an elder Reiki

thorough training, a Reiki practitioner would feel

practitioner, you need only look for someone from

relaxed and in a somewhat meditative state

Usui’s lineage.

throughout their session with a client. If practiced
irresponsibly, a practitioner might feel exhausted

Does Reiki actually work?

and drained.

Reiki works differently in everybody, but most
individuals who have experienced Reiki have a

Reiki practitioners should aim to create a space and

positive experience. While no one can quite explain

rituals that make them feel more energized

precisely what Reiki does, they can see the evident

following their Reiki sessions.

healing and benefits of the method.
Will Reiki cause any adverse side effects?
At times, it might. Some people report feelings of
“integrating.” This is because Reiki works on a
subconscious level and works with the subtle body
field.

Reiki is one of several
therapies based on the
biofield, or a type of
energy field that regulates
everything from our
cellular function to our
nervous system.
SHAMANI JAIN
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REIKI CONTINUED

We have layers to our subtle body field. Others have

At times, the release might show up as a flurry of

reported feeling exhausted following a session and

emotions surfacing as the body wishes to let go of

this is due to Reiki working at a cellular, so lots of old

once unprocessed, and now seen, traumas or pains.

stagnant and blocked energy is cleared out that

In regards to the practitioner giving the Reiki

you’ve been holding in your body.

treatment, they might see adverse effects, too.

Your body begins to detox from the energy work and

While holding space and engaging in another’s

this is a very good thing. Your body is releasing

energy space, if not careful, a practitioner might take

emotional debris if you will. People have also

on too much and end up harming themselves

reported feeling very energized and peaceful

throughout the healing process. To avoid this

following a Reiki session as well as having a new

acquisition of another’s energy, Reiki practitioners,

lease on their life purpose or a fresh perspective on

and all healers, must be incredibly mindful of their

career ambitions.

boundaries.

As any healing modality could, Reiki might not work

What are the benefits of Reiki?

on some individuals. This is usually because the

Reiki offers to heal all layers of your being.

client might not be open and ready to receive.

Hip pain? Reiki can fix that.
Anxious tendencies? Reiki can soothe those.

Within the Reiki community, a ‘healing crisis’ is a

Brain fog? Reiki can clear that.

known phase some Reiki receivers might

Through open communication with your Reiki

experience. A healing crisis occurs after the body of a

guide, you can find healing in any way that you

person receiving Reiki realizes, perhaps too quickly,

need.

all that must be healed within.
Reiki is simply working with energy and when you
They proceed to release all the stress and trauma

understand everything is energy, it makes sense why

within, which can be a lot of emotions and

it works. God is love and light. Pain and suffering was

sensations to deal with for one person. A trained

never meant for you to live with. You were designed

Reiki Master knows how to intuitively follow what

to live a beautiful and fulfilling life!

their client’s needs are at that moment in their lives.

THE SACRED BENEFITS OF
ANCIENT PLANT MEDICINE

CACAO
By Valarie Hurst

Cacao, the plant which can be
processed into chocolate,
thrives in humid climates. Full
of magnesium, zinc, calcium,
iron, and many more beneficial
minerals, cacao offers
nourishment to your physical
body, as well as your subtle
being.
Incredibly complex, cacao
contains hundreds, if not
thousands, individual
constituents. The healing
offered from cacao stems from
its tangible benefits. They have
a powerful impact on the brain’s
neurotransmitters and
neuromodulators, and it being a
form of ancient plant medicine.
The essence of cacao links to
its plant spirit. In the realm of
indigenous medicine and
herbalism, there is a
foundational belief that all
plants, coming from the Earth’s
spirit, carry a spirit unique to
their vines and fruits. Cacao
carries within ‘her’ a nurturing,
often mother-like energy.

She can connect people to their
heart space when they
consume cacao in a raw,
unprocessed form.
Ceremonial grade cacao, the
least processed form, is
different from cacao powder.
Cacao powder, often sold in
major grocery stores
nowadays, does not have the
cacao paste, only the cacao
butter. The cacao past seems
to be the most potent medicine,
so consumers enjoying cacao
powder are missing out on
some of the more natural
elements.
Caffeine vs. Theobromine
A common misconception when
consuming cacao is that you
will feel hyper and wild due to
the caffeine. Cacao contains
more theobromine than
caffeine. Theobromine
stimulates your cardiovascular
system, whereas caffeine
stimulates your nervous
system.
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CACAO CONTINUED

Caffeine tends to follow the rise, peak, crash energy

Can I Drink Cacao?

pattern. Theobromine offers a much more gentle

Most everyone can consume cacao, although some

energizing patter that remains steady.

individuals should consume lesser dosages. Typical
dosages range from 1 ounce to 2 ounces of

It builds during the fermentation, causing

ceremonial grade cacao. If you are on certain

temperatures to rise above 124 degrees Fahrenheit.

antidepressants, heart medications, or other

With such heat, the cacao rises above the raw food

prescription drugs, check with a doctor before

threshold of 116 degrees Fahrenheit. While cacao is

consumption. If you are pregnant or breastfeeding,

often advertised as ‘raw,’ that’s mainly a marketing

you might take a lesser dosage and should also

tactic. The fire is necessary and was a part of the

check with a doctor.

creation process which indigenous folks made.
Healing Benefits of Ceremonial Cacao
Sharing Cacao

Since emotions are considered energy in motion,

Traditionally, Indigenous communities ceremonially

with cacao, emotional energy can be unblocked

consume cacao. The cacao is honored, each person

making it easier to process the stagnant energy of

in the gathering seen, and a ‘shared experience’

old emotions, thus allowing new and healthier

occurs. This shared experience varies, but in modern

emotions to come through.

cacao ceremonies, it might include dancing, singing,
a yoga or meditation practice, and more.

Pure cacao contains neurotransmitters and neuromodulators already present in the brain. For

When sharing cacao, honoring the cultures from

example:

where it came is a must. Acknowledge where your

Norepinephrine – Helps improve alertness and

cacao came from. Take the time to thank the land

energy and plays a role in the sleep-wake cycle.

and the elements (Earth, air, water, and fire) for

Serotonin – Helps with wellbeing, and creates

forging its medicine. In doing so, you can respect the

resistance to stress. Cacao also has MOA

indigenous cultures who first came to know and

inhibitors, that inhibit re-uptake of serotonin.

share cacao.

Dopamine – Gives feelings of motivation and
pleasure. Cacao also has MOA inhibitors, that

You can consume cacao in a shared space or a

inhibit re-uptake of dopamine.

private ritual. Before drinking your cacao, cleanse

Anandamine – The bliss molecule, it moderates

your area and take the time to be present with your

pain, and is associated with the “runners high”

cacao. As you are sitting with a plant spirit, you

effect. Cacao also has N-linoleoylethanolamine,

might infuse your cacao with a message, an

the re-uptake inhibitor for anandamine.

invocation, or ask cacao questions. The essence of

Phenylethylamine (PEA) – Helps with excitement,

cacao will likely show herself to you and guide you

alertness, attention. Gives the perception of time

through a fluid ceremony.

slowing down.

THE HEALING FREQUENCIES OF

CRYSTALS
By Valarie Hurst
Crystal Healer

If you are someone that has an avid
interest in natural health, you have
likely considered using healing
crystals. While the term crystal is
often confused with others, it is
essentially just a type of raw form of
gemstone.
You probably recognize a lot of the
more common gemstone names like
amethyst and rose quartz, but don’t
realize many of these have healing
properties.

When you are working on natural
healing, it is good to incorporate a
lot of different forms of healing, from
herbs to essential oils. But don’t
forget about the crystals! As you
start collecting healing crystals,
such as the ones collected in this
report, you will hold them in your
hand or place them on different
parts of your body. This helps to
remove negative energy and
promote healing in those areas of
the body.

Here are 12 of the more
popular healing crystals and
some information about the
healing properties they each
possess.

1. Quartz
This is definitely one of the
most common and popular
crystals to use for healing
powers.
What you will find is that there
are many forms of quartz,
including rose quartz which is
also on this list due to its
unique healing powers.
But when you just see ‘quartz’,
they are usually referring to the
basic quartz, which is a clear
and almost translucent crystal.
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Healing Powers of Quartz

Healing Powers of Black Onyx

Quartz helps with improving your focus, alertness,

With black onyx, you will use it when you are

and stimulating your brain function. It is often used

experiencing emotional stress in most cases. It can

to provide general positive energy and making you

help with high amounts of stress and anxiety, or

more conscious during work and school. It is an

when you are grieving after losing a loved one or pet.

amplifier of all other crystals and considered, "the

It can also help with confusion, as well as provide

mother of all quartz."

some physical benefits like improving your stamina.
If you feel like your energy is being drained from
emotional causes, black onyx is a good crystal to

2. Onyx

have on hand.

Next on the list is onyx, an interesting black crystal
that usually has more of an opaque appearance. You

3. Amethyst

will find onyx used a lot in jewelry as a black

Amethyst is a beautiful gemstone that also works

gemstone. Onyx, like quartz, comes in different

great for a healing crystal. It is the birthstone for

colors, but we are talking about the dark, black onyx

February and is often used with zodiac signs like

here.

Aquarius, Capricorn, Virgo, and Pisces. This crystal
comes in different shades of purple, depending on
the rock it comes from.

In a crystal, we have the

Healing Powers of Amethyst

clear evidence of the

Amethyst provides some of the same benefits as

existence of a formative

improving brain potential and alertness. It is also

life-principle, and though
we cannot understand the

quartz since it is a type of quartz, including
frequently used to help with the lack of energy and
headache pain from hangovers. You can also use
amethyst when you want to connect a little better
with your spirituality.

life of a crystal, it is none
the less a living being.

NIKOLA TESLA
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4. Labradorite

5. Blue Agate

You may not recognize the name of labradorite, but

Agate on its own can be a powerful healing crystal,

you should definitely become more familiar with it.

but this often comes in a yellowish orange and

This is a type of feldspar that comes in vibrant colors,

brown tinted gemstone. While agates themselves

usually multi-colored. It has colors like blues and

are excellent for protection and emotional strength,

purples, often with flecks or streaks of green, yellow,

we want to go over a type of agate called blue lace

and red. Some labradorite can also have brown or

agate, or blue agate.

grey in it. It looks like it has black, but that is actually
just a very dark purple or blue.

Healing Powers of Blue Agate
This healing stone is used very often when you have

Healing Powers of Labradorite

chakra healing done with different stones and

Labradorite can help a lot with your intuition, being

crystals.

used if you want to find what psychic abilities you
have. You can use it to help with your level of

It is of course a blue crystal, which is often used for

consciousness, protect your aura, and help you with

throat chakra. In throat chakra, you are improving

changes in your life. It is excellent for increasing your

your voice, opening it up and clearing it. You can use

perseverance through struggles you might be going

this for physical and emotional expressions and

through.

improve the positive energy in this part of your body.

KEEP
CALM.
HOLD A
CRYSTAL.

Blue lace agate is also great for balancing out the
positive energy in your body.
You will see blue agate frequently used in necklaces
or chokers, since it sits on your skin close to your
throat.

HEAL WITH ADAPTOGENIC

HERBS
By Valarie Hurst
Certified in Natural Health, Essence
of Flowers & Aromatherapy

Adaptogenic herbs are a
powerful way to strengthen
your health. If you haven’t
heard of them or tried them,
you’ll enjoy discovering a whole
new world of benefits.

How adaptogens help. There
are many herbs that are
classified as adaptogenic, such
as ginseng and holy basil.
However, many of their
functions are similar.

Adaptogenic herbs can literally
change your life for the better!
Learn more about these herbs:

Adaptogenic herbs often have
high antioxidant levels. This
means that they try to stop the
damage in your cells.

What are adaptogenic herbs?
They are natural herbs that are
capable of affecting the body in
positive ways by reducing
stress and its damaging
impact. Adaptogenic herbs are
generally nontoxic and found in
nature.

They’re also able to help you by
strengthening immune
response, increasing focus,
reducing anxiety, increasing
strength, and uplifting moods.
Since different herbs have
different properties, the impact
can vary.

They’re usually used as
extracts to help balance the
body’s systems and fight free
radicals or other issues.
They’re great at fighting
stressors such as anxiety or
lack of sleep.
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How to use them.: You have several ways that you

Choose the most effective form. Most importantly,

can use adaptogenic herbs. One way to benefit from

focus on organically grown herbs that are free from

them is to take blends adaptogenic herbs. This

chemicals and pesticides.

combines several powerful natural herbs together.
You’ll find supplements such as tonics, pills,

You also want fresh herbs because they’re more

powders, capsules, and more.

powerful. Many preparations are made with dry
herbs, but fresh ones are stronger.

The key is to find a form that you enjoy taking and

Another thing to consider is how the adaptogenic

that makes you feel better. Some of these herbs

herbs are grown. Wild herbs tend to have more

have strong tastes as tonics, so you may need to

effective properties than the ones from a farm. This

experiment.

is partially caused by the seeds that are used.

Different types of adaptogenic herbs: There are

You may see labels that say “standardized herbs.”

multiple herbs in this category. Some of the most

This means certain compounds have been extracted

common adaptogenic herbs are ginseng, holy basil,

from the herbs and combined together. The goal is

licorice root, astragalus, fresh milky oats, and

to make a more consistent mixture from bottle to

cordycep mushrooms. Each herb has different

bottle. If you have a choice, choose organic and wild

powers to help your body.

herbs instead of the standardized ones.

For example, holy basil has antibacterial properties

Adaptogenic herbs are one type of natural remedy

and stimulates the body. It can facilitate memory,

you may want to try. Always consult your doctors

fight coughs, reduce colds, diminish fatigue, and

before making this type of addition to your diet.

help indigestion.

These herbs can interact with some medications, so
it’s important to avoid taking them without a

Fresh milky oats can help the nervous system. It is

consultation.

good for those who want to relax and feel calm. It
may reduce or eliminate anxiety in many cases.

Stress is a major cause of many serious and chronic
diseases. Reduce your stress and strengthen your

LET FOOD BE THY
MEDICINE AND
MEDICINE BE THY FOOD
Hippocrates

health with adaptogenic herbs!

MONEY IS

ENERGY
By Valarie Hurst

Many people don’t realize that
strategies for building wealth
actually requires you to build up
your life mentally, emotionally,
spiritually, and financially. The
words “health” and “wealth”
actually come from the same
root, which means “wholeness”
in the sense of being complete.
When we do things to make our
lives wealthier, we should also
be doing things to make our
lives healthier.
Surely, to attract wealth we
have to be in business in some
way, shape, or form. If we
aren’t doing some kind of work,
we aren’t attracting wealth.
Attract Wealth by Working
It’s necessary to do some sort
of work in order to attract
wealth. This is even true of
those who are financially
independent.

Granted, financially wealthy
people don’t need to work on
anybody else’s clock, but don’t
be fooled, they’re still
overseeing to ensure that work
gets done.
Also remember that people
don’t get wealthy overnight.
Yes, there are your lucky lottery
winners who wake up rich after
buying a single ticket, but more
often than not, wealth is earned
by hard work.
Patience is just as important as
charting your progress toward
wealth. If your current job isn’t
meeting your needs to reaching
financial freedom, then take
action and look for a job that
will pay you more.
Attract Wealth Spiritually
Wealth is energy, and energy
by its nature must flow. The
independently wealthy people
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MONEY

CONTINUED

who keep money working for them are creating,

Take a look around your neighborhood for non-profit

maintaining, and growing an energy flow, and that is

causes to support. Local schools, libraries, places of

a spiritual endeavor. .

worship, park and recreation departments, or
children’s organizations are all deserving of your

Another spiritual principle for wealth creation that is

support.

widely recognized amongst those who are
financially successful is tithing, which isn’t

Attract Wealth with Positive Thinking

necessarily tied to any religion.

Mentally, we attract wealth by creating a positive
mental state where we fully understand and believe

Tithing is a principle that instructs a person to give

that we deserve to be wealthy.

away at least 10% of his money whether it’s weekly,
monthly, quarterly, or annually to noble causes that

Once we have created this positive image in our

have nothing to do with seeking profit. These causes

minds, we must have a clear vision of what our lives

are supposed to be things such as charities and

will be like when we are wealthy. What will we be

philanthropic projects.

doing with our time?

Those who are financially successful say that what

Where will we live? What things will we do? What

you give away returns to you in greater measure. So

will we give to others?

when they do noble things with their money, they
not only benefit others, but they benefit themselves,

Emotionally, we create within ourselves an attitude

because that spiritual energy returns to them and

of gratitude. Having an attitude of gratitude (even

brings them even more wealth than they give out.

for wealth that we don’t actually have yet) charges

It’s an endless and beneficial cycle.

up our wealth attraction magnet and helps to bring
about that which we know is coming to us.

WEALTH IS ENERGY, AND
ENERGY BY ITS NATURE
MUST FLOW.

Founder, CEO & TV
Host, Valarie Hurst
of Sparrow Media,
LLC Launches
Spiritually
Conscious Global
TV Network
Founder, CEO and television host, Valarie Hurst of
Sparrow Media, LLC (a multimedia company), has
served as a spiritual compass to many over the
past three decades . She has helped humanity
navigate the terrains of life’s journey with their
own personal transformations, love and
relationships, family challenges, business and
success, served on non-profits and helped women
shift their mindsets around money in her former
wealth coaching business.
Valarie has been trained in various healing
modalities since 2006 and has also worked in
partnership with Dynamic Global Media and KVQT
21 Houston under the direction and mentorship of
Filming Director Gary Parker, who’s experience in
television production spans 40+ years and has
worked for networks such as KTRK Channel 13,
ABC, NBC, ESPN, HBO, and NASA.
She is also trained in filming, storytelling,
journalism, editing and business under the
direction and mentorship of Michael Rosenblum
who has worked with major television networks
such as BBC, CBS, Food Network and several talk
shows on major television networks.
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Valarie’s passion to see humanity thriving in all of

Sparrow Media, LLC is a spiritually conscious

these areas that she refers to as the six pillars

global TV network based in The Woodlands, Texas

has been the catalyst to her show and TV

offering a variety of topics on the “six pillars of

network.

life” and consisting of subject matter appropriate
to the current time, period or circumstances of

Her innate ability to see and feel beyond logic,

contemporary interest.

paradigms and words to identify where people
get stuck in life and help them untangle their

The content of our show is about people who are

challenges preventing forward movement and

seeking truth, tools and resources in regards to

evolving, is often met with deeply hidden beliefs

spiritual growth and healing as it relates to

in our subconscious that do not serve our highest

personal transformation in their own lives,

good.

marriage and relationships, family, success and
business, wealth and social impact.

Facilitating healing has been the epitome to her
life’s work and where the true transformations

The center of interest is to bring spiritual healing

take place. It is Valarie’s belief, unless we get to

and awakening of the human spirit, while inspiring

the root of the trauma and/or problem and clear

people to reclaim their true essence and mission

out the blockages (which is stuck energy that

in life through unbiased, relatable and universal

gets held in our body at a cellular level), the same

discussions free from ideologies.

cycles and patterns will continue to show up in
our lives eventually causing health issues as well
as depression and anxiety.

NEW SEASONS & EPISODES NOW
AIRING ON ROKU

Valarie states, “the true transformation begins in
our minds and what we believe about ourselves.“
Valarie has been trained in various healing
modalities since 2006 and has also worked in
partnership with Dynamic Global Media and KVQT
21 Houston under the direction and mentorship of
Filming Director Gary Parker, who’s experience in
television production spans 40+ years and has
worked for networks such as KTRK Channel 13,
ABC, NBC, ESPN, HBO, and NASA.

Step 1: Connect Roku Device to TV.
She is also trained in filming, storytelling,
journalism, editing and business under the
direction and mentorship of Michael Rosenblum
who has worked with major television networks
such as BBC, CBS, Food Network and several talk

Step 2: Download the Roku app and
follow prompts.
Step 3: Search for Sparrow Media Global
TV Network app and download.

shows on major television networks.
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Sparrow Media, LLC is available globally via digital TV

The network will roll out with a soft launch of the first

platforms such as Roku with plans to expand to Apple

daytime television show namely, “Valarie,” starring

TV, Amazon Fire TV, OTT (Over the Top Television--

Valarie Hurst in Spring 2021 on ROKU, followed by

Internet TV) and possible expansion in the future to

other TV shows who align with the networks vision,

satellite TV.

mission, core values and genres. *If you’ve been
wanting to start your own spiritually conscious TV

It is our goal to be the place people go to when they

show, now is the time to do it!

want to be inspired by watching weekly TV shows that
entertains and informs with thought-provoking,

It is clear by the current state of the globe, that we’ve

introspective and engaging content that sparks

been prepared all along for this very moment in history

awakening of the human spirit thus effectuating social

to bring our audience a network that provides content

impact in your community and globally. Be sure to

to help rebuild lives, marriages, families, businesses,

check your ROKU channel for SPARROW MEDIA-

wealth and social impact in a way that challenges us to

GLOBAL TV NETWORK.

think differently, break ties with the past and imagine
a world anew.

Consumers are wanting better and more
inspiring options for media and we
aspire to do just that.
-VALARIE HURST
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